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Welcome to the Share and Connect: Indigenous Community Arts
program. The information in this package will help you with your application.

You can apply in two ways:

• online on the SK Arts grant portal
• download an application form and email or mail it to us – all

applications must be received by the closing date.

You’ll find we’re focussing on the online application here, but the
information can still help you with your written application.

We’ve divided the guidelines into two sections: 

1. Answers to your questions, as well as definitions of key terms
used in the application.

2. Step-by-step process of filling out the application, including details on
what we’re looking for.

You may not need all this information – the table of contents will help
you find what you need quickly. 

SK Arts has a handy general guide to Preparing Your Application. It helps
new grant applicants – and even those with more experience – approach
this task. You can find it on our website. We have also created a number of
video guides to help people who are not familiar with SK Arts’ online
application system. Click here to find them. 

Your most important resource, always, is the SK Arts staff. If you have
questions or concerns, or even want to bounce around some ideas, please
contact the Program Consultant – we want to help you submit the best
application possible. We strongly recommend all applicants, particularly
new ones, contact the Program Consultant to talk over your application
before preparing it.

For this program, get in touch with:

Carol Greyeyes
Program Consultant
(306) 280-5910 (Saskatoon) or 1-800-667-7526
cgreyeyes@sk-arts.ca

Back to Top

INTRODUCTION

https://www.sk-arts.ca/files/funding/packages/SK_Arts_Preparing_Your_Grant_Application_2020-06-24.pdf
https://www.sk-arts.ca/menu/grants/general-granting-info/preparing-your-application.html
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ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS

What is Share
and Connect?

The Share and Connect: Indigenous Community Arts program seeks
to empower Indigenous communities to control and develop their own
arts and culture. It promotes resilience and healing by:

•   sharing Indigenous arts and cultural revitalization within Indigenous 
    communities and with broader communities;
•   increasing the intergenerational transfer of Indigenous artistic 
    knowledge and cultural practices within contemporary, traditional, and 
    non-traditional art forms;
•   promoting Truth and Reconciliation in non-Indigenous communities 
    through exposure to these projects and this work; and
•   aligning with the mandate and strategic priorities of SK Arts and our 
    program partners.

Share and Connect is a SK Arts program supported by funding from
Sask Lotteries through the partnership between SK Arts and 
SaskCulture Inc.

Any Indigenous artists, Elders, or Knowledge Keepers can serve as
leaders, collaborators, and mentors for the project. The lead Indigenous
applicant must be in good standing with SK Arts (i.e. no overdue reports
for previous grants). 

Organization applicants can be any incorporated for-profit company or
non-profit community organization (e.g. band councils, First Nations,
Métis Locals, businesses, institutions, health care or justice facilities,
municipalities, artist collectives, etc.). If an organization is the lead
applicant, it must be Indigenous (have a board of directors or an identified
group with oversight and decision-making authority that is made up of at
least 60% First Nations, Inuit, or Métis individuals) and must be in good
standing with SK Arts and SaskCulture (i.e. no overdue reports for
previous grants).

For the purpose of this program, “Indigenous” is defined as a Canadian
Aboriginal person who can identify as First Nations (Status or Non-
Status), Métis, or Inuit.

Who can apply?
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What can I apply for? Share and Connect provides support for Indigenous artists and
communities to co-create projects through their combined knowledge, 
skills, and experience, and to share and connect through:

•   Planning – providing support for Indigenous community leaders to 
    plan or prepare for a future project
•   Exhibitions, Performance and Presenting – providing support to 
    bring Indigenous art to the public in collaboration with other community 
    partners
•   Mentorships – providing opportunities for early-career Indigenous 
    artists to participate in community projects in collaboration with, and 
    under the mentorship of, established Indigenous artists and Elders
•   Partnerships – providing opportunities for Indigenous artists to 
    develop and lead arts activities in partnership with Indigenous and 
    non-Indigenous communities or organizations

What is ineligible?
•   applications that are not Indigenous-led
•   activities that use or present Indigenous cultural material, traditional 
    knowledge, or stories without permission from the community and 
    involvement of either an Elder or Knowledge Keeper
•   projects that do not compensate artists, Elders, or Knowledge Keepers 
    for their work
•   projects that are not primarily artistic or cultural
•   grants intended for capital purchases (e.g. purchase of basic 
    equipment, computers, musical instruments, etc.) – renting equipment 
    during the project term is preferred
•   projects that promote hatred or intolerance
•   fundraising activities, awards, sponsorships, or re-granting activities
•   activities that contravene provincial or federal law

•   Small Projects / Planning: $500 to $2,000
•   Exhibitions, Performance and Presenting: $2,000 to $10,000
•   Mentorships / Partnership Projects: $2,000 to $20,000

ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS  

How much can I
apply for?

FIRST PUBLISHED: SEPTEMBER 2022; THIS EDITION: SEPTEMBER 2022
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ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS

How are 
applications 
reviewed?

Applications are considered by a Reviewing Circle made up of arts and
cultural peers: Indigenous artists, Elders, and Knowledge Keepers, with
representatives from the regions or communities where we’ve received
applications from.

The Reviewing Circle will consider applications based on the five Rs of
Respect, Relevance, Relationship, Reciprocity, and Responsibility.

•   Respect: Does the activity/project value diverse artistic, cultural, and 
    community knowledge and protocols? Does it value the artistic and 
    organizational leadership? Is the artist or cultural leader being 
    compensated for their work and knowledge in a respectful way?

•   Relevance: Does the activity/project respond to community needs and 
    experiences? Are there opportunities for community members to be 
    fully engaged and participate? 

•   Relationship: Is there the opportunity for the artist/organization to build 
    deeper relationships with the Indigenous community?

•   Reciprocity: What will the individual or community learn/gain? Are 
    there opportunities to share artistic experiences and knowledge? What 
    will be left behind?

•   Responsibility: Do the activity’s or project’s lead artists, mentors, or 
    collaborators have clear roles and responsibilities? Is the project 
    achievable?

Applicants are typically informed of grant decisions by email no later than
60 days after the application closing date.

If your application is successful, you will receive an email that includes
terms and conditions of funding. 

The lead applicant must sign and submit the Request for Grant Payment
form. A cheque for the approved grant amount will be released no sooner
than 30 days before the beginning of the project term. 

What happens 
if I get the grant?

FIRST PUBLISHED: SEPTEMBER 2022; THIS EDITION: SEPTEMBER 2022
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NOTE: A Share and Connect grant issued to an individual is taxable
income and may affect payments from the federal or provincial
government, such as pension, social assistance, or disability payments.

Recipients are required to acknowledge the support of SK Arts and Sask
Lotteries, particularly on all print material and at openings, receptions,
performances, events, or other public functions. SK Arts will provide grant
recipients with access to logos on our website.

As a Crown agency, SK Arts reports to the Government of Saskatchewan
on how we use public funds. Final reports from grant recipients like you
are an important way for us to illustrate the positive impact of public
funding for the arts on communities throughout our province. 

More importantly, SK Arts is interested in how your project turned out and
the benefits of the grant on you and your community. There are multiple
ways to do the report: complete the form online in the SK Arts portal or, to
honour oral traditions, you can upload a video or call the Program
Consultant for a recorded conversation. You could also invite the Program
Consultant to attend the final event, performance, or exhibition. If they are
able to attend in person, their attendance might even replace the need for
a final report for this program.

If your application was recommended for support by the Reviewing Circle
but not ranked high enough to be funded, apply again. The Reviewing
Circle saw merit in your project idea and would have awarded your
project a grant, but the funding ran out. Every closing date is unique:
different people apply, and different reviewers assess the applications.
Before applying again, be sure to take the following steps:

•   Reread and reconsider your application and support material.
•   Call the Program Consultant. Program Consultants can often provide 
    helpful comments from the Reviewing Circle and help you present your 
    project more clearly or strengthen your application for next time.

ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS  

Will I need to submit 
a final report?

What can I do if my
application does not

receive funding?
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OTHER FREQUENTLY 
ASKED QUESTIONS

Can a non-Indigenous artist apply?
No. Lead artists must be Indigenous. However, non-Indigenous artists
may be project partners or participate as members of an Indigenous-led
collective.

Can non-Indigenous organizations apply?
No. But if the lead applicant is either an Indigenous artist or an
Indigenous organization, a non-Indigenous organization may be included
as a project partner.

Can an individual or organization apply from outside Saskatchewan?
No. Only Saskatchewan-based individuals and organizations are 
eligible to apply.

Can we include a fee for someone to write and administer the grant
in our application?
Yes. A third-party community member can be compensated for their work,
including writing the grant and administering the entire project in the
Exhibitions, Performance and Presenting or Mentorships / Partnership
Projects funding streams. In the Small Projects / Planning stream, all
expenses can be for planning and preparing another application.

Can an individual applicant apply more than once per 
application cycle?
Yes. The artist applicant may make more than one application at any
submission closing date, up to the maximum allowable amount of
$20,000. The Reviewing Circle will, however, consider the person’s ability
to undertake multiple projects. 

Can the public presentation/exhibition take place outside
Saskatchewan?
A public presentation or exhibition can take place outside of
Saskatchewan, but only if there is at least one public presentation or
exhibition in Saskatchewan.

Can applicants provide preliminary drafts to the Program 
Consultant for review?
Yes. But be sure to contact the Program Consultant at least two weeks
before the closing date. Because consultants get busier as the deadline
approaches, they are not able to provide detailed feedback in the final
two weeks.

FIRST PUBLISHED: SEPTEMBER 2022; THIS EDITION: SEPTEMBER 2022
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What if I accidentally submitted the application before it was
completed?
If you submitted your online application in error, please email
support@sk-arts.ca Your application can be re-opened, so you may
continue to edit it right up until the closing date. 

Will I receive feedback about the review?
Yes, if you want it. Just contact the Program Consultant after you receive
the results. The consultant can often provide helpful comments from the
Reviewing Circle and suggest how you can strengthen your next
application.

OTHER FREQUENTLY 
ASKED QUESTIONS
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Applications are accepted online, as well as in hard copy by email and mail. 

To submit online, visit the SK Arts website (sk-arts.ca) to register and start
an application. You must have a valid email address.

You can also download an application form from SK Arts’ website on the
Share and Connect page. If you are working on the downloaded
application form, compete it and then email or mail it to us. 

The online application form has a video feature that allows you to answer
the questions with a video instead of writing your responses.

Applications can be written and submitted (online or mailed) by a third-
party grant writer (community member). 

Application Deadlines:
Submissions are accepted throughout the year, with two closing dates for
submissions – January 7 and June 7 – and notification of results about
two months after each closing date. All applications must be received by
the closing date for application.

Late submissions will not be reviewed, but they can be rolled forward to
the next closing date, if you wish. To be fair to other applicants, Program
Consultants are not authorized to give you an extension.

Applicant Details:
Your mailing address, telephone, email, and website should be filled in
automatically from your registration or profile page. If any information is
incorrect or incomplete, you will need to update it on your registration or
profile page.

Community Connection:
Any Canadian Indigenous artist based in Saskatchewan can apply. It is
important to be recognized as an artist in the Indigenous community,
since an all-Indigenous Reviewing Circle considers your and your
project’s Indigenous community connections. Be sure to contact the
Program Consultant if you have questions.

Introduction

Applicant 
Information

FIRST PUBLISHED: SEPTEMBER 2022; THIS EDITION: SEPTEMBER 2022
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Confirmation of Indigenous Involvement:
Because projects funded under Share and Connect must be Indigenous-
led, it is important that you check this box to confirm your application
meets this requirement.

Grant Information:
•   Funding Stream – Please select the Small Projects / Planning stream, 
    Exhibitions, Performance and Presenting stream, or Mentorships / 
    Partnership Projects stream. Selecting the proper stream will activate 
    the rest of the questions in your application form.
•   Grant Request – The maximum grant request is $2,000 for the Small 
    Projects / Planning stream, $10,000 for the Exhibitions, Performance 
    and Presenting stream, or $20,000 for the Mentorships / Partnership 
    Projects stream.
•   Project Start Date and End Date – Your project dates are the period 
    for which you are requesting support. All project expenses covered by 
    the grant must be made during these dates. Your project cannot start 
    before the application deadline date, and you must begin your project 
    within one year of your project start date.
•   Anticipated Number of Participants and Anticipated Number of 
    Volunteers – While a large number of people might indicate a greater 
    community reach, the Reviewing Circle will also value projects that 
    engage a smaller number of people in a very deep, considered 
    manner.
•   Project or Event Location – Tell us the communities where your 
    project will take place. It is important for us to know, for example, if we 
    are funding you as a Saskatoon-based artist, but a large portion of the 
    work on this project will take place on a First Nation or in a smaller 
    community in the province.

Brief Project Description:
This brief description identifies your application in assessment materials,
payment forms, and grant announcements. Tell us what you want to do
with the grant (for example, hold a song-writing workshop that uses Cree
lyrics and perform the songs for the community, work with a cultural
mentor or elder artist for six months, create a series of youth-led TikTok
videos, hold a series of sewing and beading circles with Elders and youth,
plan a community talent night, etc.) in 25 words or less. If your project has
a working title, include it.

Project Details

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 
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Depending on what you want to do – Small Projects / Planning;
Exhibitions, Performance and Presenting; or Mentorships / Partnership
Projects – there are specific questions to answer. In the online form,
these questions only appear after you select which type of project
you are doing on the Project Details tab. If you have not already
chosen the type of project, none of the questions will be on this tab, so
make sure to do that first.

Remember, if you are applying online, most of the questions have an
option for you to submit a video response if you are more comfortable
expressing yourself in that way.

Whether you’re writing or submitting a video, try to keep your answers as
simple as possible, while still providing the Reviewing Circle with all the
information they need to understand your project.

For Small Projects / Planning:
•   What do you want you do? What’s the plan? How do you see it 
    unfolding?
•   Who is doing what? What are the roles and responsibilities of the lead 
    artists, Elders, Knowledge Keepers, mentors, or collaborators? 
•   Why is this project important? How will this project help the applicant 
    and the community learn or heal? 
•   Does it share Indigenous art and culture within your community or with 
    broader communities?

For Exhibitions, Performance and Presenting:
•   What’s the plan? How do you see it unfolding? Are there opportunities 
    for community members to be engaged and participate?
•   What are the roles and responsibilities of the lead artists, Elders, 
    Knowledge Keepers, mentors or collaborators? Will they be 
    compensated for their work in a respectful way?
•   Why is this project important? Will this project help the applicant and 
    the community learn or heal? Does the project respond to needs or 
    challenges in the community? 
•   What will be left behind? Does it develop leadership? Deepen 
    relationships? Does it increase the transfer of artistic knowledge and 
    cultural practices among generations? Does it share Indigenous art 
    and culture within your community or with broader communities?

Project 
Information

FIRST PUBLISHED: SEPTEMBER 2022; THIS EDITION: SEPTEMBER 2022
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For Mentorships / Partnership Projects:
•   What’s the plan? How do you see it unfolding? Are there opportunities 
    for community members to be engaged and participate?
•   What are the roles and responsibilities of the lead artists, Elders, 
    Knowledge Keepers, mentors or collaborators? Will they be 
    compensated for their work in a respectful way?
•   Why do you want to do this mentorship or partnership project? Why is 
    this project important? How will this project help the applicant and the 
    community learn or heal? How does the project respond to needs or 
    challenges in the community? 
•   What will be left behind? Does it develop leadership? Deepen 
    relationships? Does it increase the transfer of artistic knowledge and 
    cultural practices among generations? Does it share Indigenous art 
    and culture within your community or with broader communities?

For Small Projects / Planning, applicants only need to fill out a simple
text box, telling the Review Circle how they will use the grant money.

Exhibitions, Performance and Presenting or Mentorships /
Partnership Projects applicants must use the provided budget form and
fill it out with the project expenses and the amount or cost of each item.

If you would like to have your budget reviewed before the deadline or
need advice on preparing it, the Program Consultant is happy to assist you.

Salaries and Honoraria:
SK Arts is committed to the professional status of the artist and won’t fund
projects where artists, Elders, and Knowledge Keepers are not paid for
their work. Your project budget must include appropriate fees for all
artists, Elders, and Knowledge Keepers, or it will be ineligible.

Materials and Equipment Rental:
Share and Connect grants can be used for equipment if you require the
proper tools or materials to create and present your project in a
professional way (e.g. sewing machine, picture frames, microphones,
etc.), but the Reviewing Circle will consider the cost-effectiveness of
purchasing that equipment as opposed to renting it for this single project.

Budget 
(not required for
Small Projects 

/ Planning)

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Travel / Transportation:
Travel costs must be reasonable, justified by the project activities, and
documented. You can’t use your grant to cover a companion’s expenses
or for personal travel days. Travel costs covered by the grant must occur
during the project dates in your application. You can’t request per diems
for meals while travelling if you are also claiming subsistence support
over the same dates, but you can request hotel costs. If you’re driving,
figure out the approximate distance and use the Saskatchewan
government mileage rate, available online or from a Program Consultant.

Other:
This is where you enter any additional costs, such as tobacco, Elders’
honoraria, etc. The ceremonial use of tobacco and honoraria must be
directly intended for your project. Discuss other expenses with the
Program Consultant to make sure they’re eligible.

Support material provides more detail and can help the Reviewing Circle
get a clearer idea of your project. Your work samples and documents
should be readable, relevant to your proposal, and as recent as possible.

For artists and mentors, submit samples of recent artwork. For
collectives, submit samples of past projects or related work by
participating artists. 

Artists, mentors, and collectives must choose up to three items from this
list as support material:

•   Audio – 5-7 minutes maximum (MP3)
•   Video – 3 minutes and 2GB maximum (AVI, MOV, MPG, MP4)
•   Still images – 10 images maximum (JPG)
•   Print – 10 pages maximum (Microsoft Word or PDF)
•   Links – 3 links maximum to existing websites – do not include links 
    for which an account is required to access material (e.g. Spotify, 
    Facebook, Instagram)

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Support Materials
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Organizations should include material that supports your project and
community connections:

•   Video – 3 minutes and 2GB maximum (AVI, MOV, MPG, MP4)
•   Print – 10 pages maximum (Microsoft Word or PDF)
•   Links – 3 links maximum to existing websites – do not include links 
    for which an account is required to access material (e.g. Spotify, 
    Facebook, Instagram)

SK Arts Communication:
If you want to receive information about SK Arts’ programs, activities, and
upcoming grant deadlines, you must tick the box to authorize us to add
your name to our mailing list.

Release of Information (two sections):
Although we never release the names of non-funded applicants, we do
publish grant recipients on our website and in our annual report. If you’ve
ticked the appropriate boxes to give us permission, we may also provide
recipients’ addresses, on request, to the media and/or your MLAs.

Acknowledgement:
For us to process your grant application, you must tick this box to show
you have read and understood the requirements.

 APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Declaration
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1355 Broad Street

Regina, Saskatchewan  S4R 7V1

1.800.667.7526

sk-arts.ca

skartsboard

saskarts

saskarts

SK Arts acknowledges that the land currently known as the
Province of Saskatchewan is comprised of portions of lands
from Treaties 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10, the territories of the
Nêhiyawak, Anihšināpēk, Dene, Dakota, Lakota and Nakota
nations, and the homeland of the Métis.

We give thanks to the host Indigenous communities in this
province, as we bear the collective responsibility to honour and
respect their protocols and homes and to engage meaningfully
with their knowledges in our work.

https://www.facebook.com/skartsboard
https://www.instagram.com/saskarts/
https://twitter.com/saskarts
https://www.sk-arts.ca/



